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Georg Friedrich Haas (b. 1953) has been recognized as a major second-generation “spectralist”
composer, but that designation ignores the substantial influence on his music of earlier microtonal
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Harry Partch, who developed a system of extended just intonation based on the intervals of the over-
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dramatizing the opposition between equal temperament and just intonation.
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I
n the past fifteen years, Austrian composer Georg Frie-
drich Haas (b. 1953) has begun to receive increasing inter-
national recognition for his richly sonorous microtonal

music. In the United States, his music has found a number of
passionate advocates, including the JACK Quartet, Argento
Chamber Ensemble, and Sound Icon. Haas took up residence
in New York in fall 2013 as a professor of composition at
Columbia University, replacing the retiring Tristan Murail.
Although, like Murail, Haas is often characterized as a “spectr-
alist” composer due to his frequent use of chords based on the
overtone series, this is a problematic and rather misleading
label. Even composers closely associated with spectral music
have raised doubts about the label: as Gérard Grisey put it, the
term—first used in an essay by fellow composer Hugues
Dufourt—was “just a sticker that we got at a certain period.”1

For Grisey, this sticker placed undue emphasis on the concept
of acoustical spectra, ignoring other important aspects of
his musical thought such as innovations in temporal structuring.
A distinction must also be made between the term “spectral
music” narrowly defined to include only the French école spec-
trale—the composers linked with the ensemble and composers’
group L’Itinéraire including Grisey, Tristan Murail, and their
students and associates—and a broader definition that includes
composers of a wider geographical and aesthetic range. Robert
Wannamaker, for example, has suggested a definition of spec-
tral music that requires only “that it invoke Fourier spectral anal-
ysis as a conceptual point-of-reference”: e.g., “North American
spectralism” in the case of James Tenney.2

In Haas’s case, the “spectralist” label is particularly problem-
atic, since, in addition to conflating his music with the quite
different concerns of the French école spectrale, it overlooks the
significant role played by other, non-spectral concepts in his
compositional thought:

Yes, I use overtone spectra. But I would protest against being
called a “spectralist.” . . . I set against the overtone chords other
harmonies, which are based on the major seventh, and thus stand

in the tradition of the Second Viennese School, and especially of
Anton Webern. In these non-microtonal chords I use concepts
from Ivan Wyschnegradsky—this is perhaps another similarity to
established microtonal traditions.3

These major-seventh-based chords inspired by Webern and
Wyschnegradsky stem from a very different theoretical tradi-
tion: the equal-temperament language of atonal music. Rather
than simplistically identifying Haas’s music with the spectral-
ists, we can better understand it as a unique combination of
several different ways of thinking about pitch, emerging from a
close engagement with the established traditions of microtonal-
ity. Two particularly important influences are the composers
Ivan Wyschnegradsky, a pioneer of microtonal equal tempera-
ments, and Harry Partch, who developed a system of extended
just intonation based on the simple frequency ratios of the over-
tone series. In Haas’s recent works Blumenstück (2000) and
in vain (2000), one of his most powerful devices for creating
large-scale form is the musical dramatization of this theoretical
opposition between equal temperament and just intonation,
betweenWyschnegradsky and Partch.

Haas describes how he arrived at this dichotomy in a 2011
interview with Bálint András Varga:

In the early 1980s, the Graz composer Hermann Markus Pressl
wrote an impressive, straightforwardly structured vocal work
which he called Asralda. The piece is based on the contrast
between temperament (tritone A–E♭) and the overtone series
(fifth D–A). That contrast has been stylized in the title, an artifi-
cial word, composed of “Asraphael” (=spiritual principle,
=tempering, =A–E♭) and “Esmeralda” (=sensory principle,
=overtone series, =D–A). The ideological, slightly esoteric back-
ground did not interest me in the least. However, the contrast
between temperament (in my case mostly tritone-fifth and
tritone-fourth chords) and the overtone series was to exercise my
mind in many of my compositions over the next thirty years.4

For Haas as well as Pressl, the tritone, as a mathematically
precise division of the octave into two equal halves, exemplifies
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equal temperament. The fifth, of course, also divides the octave
in two, but unequally into the intervals of fifth and fourth. Con-
sidered as frequency ratios, the intervals are starkly different: the
frequencies of the notes of a perfect fifth stand in the simple
ratio 3

2, meaning that the interval can be found between the
second and third overtones. The ratio of the equal-tempered
tritone, on the other hand, is the irrational number

ffiffi

2
p
1 , which

cannot be found among the ratio intervals of the overtone
series. Intervals close to the tritone do exist in the overtone
series—for example, 7

5 (5.83 semitones) or 17
12 (6.03 semitones)

—but none divide the octave into precisely equal halves.
Haas’s ability to combine these different schools of micro-

tonal composition to dramatic effect is possible only because, as
a latecomer, he approaches contrasting theories as a relatively
neutral outsider. Haas stands apart from more partisan compos-
ers like Ben Johnston, who in defense of just intonation once
described temperament as an “acoustical lie.”5

I am not really comfortable with being pigeonholed as a “micro-
tonal composer.” Primarily I am a composer, free to use the
means needed for my music. There is no ideology regarding
“pure” intonation, either as Pythagorean number mysticism or as
a notion of “Nature” determined by trivial physics. I am a com-
poser, not a microtonalist.6

The composer’s claim to be free from ideological commitments
deserves to be approached with some skepticism: after all, the
image of the creative artist as an outsider is a well-worn trope of
modernist aesthetics, which Charles Wilson has described as a
“rhetoric of autonomy.”7 Even so, Haas’s simultaneous
embrace of the usually antagonistic schools of equal tempera-
ment and just intonation does represent an aesthetic approach
demonstrably different from the esprit de système common
among his microtonal precursors. Haas defines himself as a
pragmatist rather than an ideologue—the system-building pre-
occupations of other microtonalists are set aside in favor of the
flexibility to draw on a range of theoretical concepts for the
organization of pitch. One might view this as an instance of
postmodern “incredulity towards metanarratives”8—certainly
Haas’s free mixture of equal-tempered and overtone-based the-
oretical constructs stands in sharp contrast to Partch’s stated
intention to invent a consistent harmonic system on a bedrock
of “Archean granite” (the physical certainties of acoustics)
rather than the received practices of Western music, including
the equal-tempered scale.9 Rather than writing within the
boundaries of a single theoretical model, Haas achieves striking
results through the confrontation of incommensurable systems.
Comparable examples in the twentieth-century canon include
Berg’s juxtapositions of tonality and atonality and Britten’s
tonal glosses on twelve-tone material.

Haas’s pluralist approach to microtonality is apparent in his
taxonomy of different microtonal approaches (see Example 1),
which appears in slightly different forms in two essays, “Mikro-
tonalitäten” (note the pluralized title, “Microtonalities”) and
“Mikrotonalität und spektrale Musik seit 1980.”10

In their broad outlines, the two classifications tend to agree:
in particular, categories 3 and 4, Klangspaltung and aleatoric
microtonality, are identical in both schemes. Klangspaltung
refers to the “sound-splitting” effect of closely spaced micro-
tones around a single pitch, while aleatoric microtonality arises
from techniques like multiphonics, the prepared piano, or
indeterminate notation that does not precisely specify pitch.
The primary difference between the two schemes in Example 1
lies in their classification of just intonation, the overtone series,
and spectral music. In the earlier “Microtonalities,”Haas draws
the primary distinction in categories 1 and 2 between equal
temperament on one hand and just intonation and the overtone
series on the other. Surprisingly, spectral music is absent here,
though some limited aspects of spectralism might be incorpo-
rated under the heading of “overtone series proportions.” In the
later article, “Microtonality and Spectral Music since 1980,”
Haas has reorganized the scheme. Here the guiding principle is
a division between the horizontal and the vertical, between
scales (whether equal-tempered, in just intonation, or stemming
from various non-European traditions) and harmony (encom-
passing both the overtone series and other devices from spectral
music). The primary conceptual split of the earlier taxonomy
between two ways of theoretically dividing pitch space (equal
temperament and just intonation) is abandoned in the later
version to acknowledge that, despite their theoretical differ-
ences, both are essentially scalar modes of thought and thus
quite different than either overtone-based or spectral music
(which focus on sounding vertical harmony instead of abstract
scale structures). This reorganization suggests that to Haas the
extended just intonation of Partch and his followers is primarily
scalar in conception, not harmonic.

With the exception of “non-European scales,” aspects of all
these approaches are found in Haas’s own music. Haas is inter-
ested not only in microtonal equal temperaments but also in the
standard twelve-tone variety. In his harmonic writing, Haas
often contrasts chords in twelve-tone equal temperament with
overtone-series harmonies that extend to the twenty-second
harmonic partial and beyond. Compared to French spectral
composers like Grisey and Murail, Haas shows little inclination
to explore real-world spectra that differ from the harmonic
series, like the inharmonic spectra of bells or gongs. Rather,
Haas’s view of the overtone series seems more similar to that of
James Tenney, who described the series as a kind of perceptual
archetype.

I’m not using the harmonic series to imitate something else. . . .
I’m using it because of its special properties or the special proper-
ties of the auditory system in relation to it. It’s a unifying struc-
ture. It’s a structure that our auditory systems have built into
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them: the capacity to reduce to a unity, to a singularity. . . . And
that’s a very useful formal idea.11

Tenney’s idea of the overtone series as a “unifying structure”
echoes Albert Bregman’s observations about the “harmonicity
principle”: the tendency of partials belonging to a single over-
tone series to be fused into a single percept.12 Haas confirms
the importance of the overtone series as “one of the foundations
of microtonal harmony,” but objects to the ideological baggage
of phrases such as “natural tone row” (Naturtonreihe), or pure
tuning (reine Stimmung). The composer’s artistic decision to
invoke the overtone series in his music makes it an “artifact . . .
exactly as artificial as any other musical material.”13

Even when using harmonies based on the overtone series,
Haas takes an equal-tempered approach to microtonal notation,
dividing each tempered semitone into six equal parts or twelfth-
tones (see Example 2). This is reminiscent of the equal-
tempered microtonality of Wyschnegradsky and Alois Hába,
marked by the use of quartertones as well as smaller equal divi-
sions like sixth-tones, eighth-tones, twelfth-tones, etc. Haas
notes, however, that in his music these “are not exact twelfth-,
sixth-, and quartertones, but rather indicate the corresponding
intervals of the overtone series.”14 The twelfth-tone divisions
closely approximate deviations from equal temperament found
in the overtone series, like the flat fifth and seventh partials, to
within a few hundredths of a semitone. For example, the
interval between the fourth and fifth harmonics is 14 cents
(hundredths of a semitone) flatter than a tempered major third,
so the tempered interval flattened by a twelfth-tone (1623 cents)
is a close approximation. Flattening by two twelfth-tones (3313
cents) brings a tempered minor seventh close to the natural
seventh between the fourth and seventh harmonics (31 cents
flat), and the interval between the eighth and eleventh harmon-
ics (a tritone reduced by 49 cents) can be represented quite

accurately with an adjustment of three twelfth-tones (50 cents,
or a quartertone).

This notation offers an effective compromise of microtonal
pitch concepts (both equal-tempered and just) with traditional
pitch notation, though it is not without problems, such as
awkward enharmonic spellings, as Haas admits.15 A similar
twelfth-tone equal temperament has been used extensively by
Ezra Sims, James Tenney, and Joe Maneri in the United States,
and by Hans Zender and Franz Richter Herf in Germany and
Austria.16 Unlike a strictly just-intonation system of notation like
those developed by Partch, Johnston, or more recently Marc Sabat
and Wolfgang von Schweinitz,17 this fine-grained equal tempera-
ment does not ascribe a particular just-intonation derivation to
every pitch and interval. This neutrality of derivation opens the
door to hybrids between equal temperament and just intonation:
depending on its context, for example, the interval of 312 semitones
might be seen either as an equal-tempered construct (a “neutral
third,” or half of an equal-tempered fifth) or as the close approxi-
mation of a just interval such as 11

9 (3.47 semitones) or 16
13 (3.59

semitones). For Haas, the number of subdivisions of the semitone
is largely a practical matter: “all this is a question of scaling (Skalier-
ung), just as one can choose different resolutions for a computer
screen.”18 He describes a preference for “thinking in sounds” and
only notating relatively late in the compositional process.19

ü

We can start to explore some of the tensions between harmonies
based on the overtone series and those based on equal tempera-
ment in Haas’s 2000 composition Blumenstück, an eighteen-
minute setting for thirty-two-voice choir, tuba, string quartet,

 . Georg Friedrich Haas’s taxonomy of approaches to microtonality. Topics have been reordered to show the similarity between the
two classifications.
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and double bass of excerpts from “The Dead Christ Proclaims
that There Is No God,” a poetic “flower-piece” set into the nar-
rative of Jean Paul’s novel Siebenkäs, published serially in 1796
and 1797 (see Example 3). The text is a refutation of atheism,
though commentators have also read it as written “out of a
feeling of anguish and doubt.”20 The text is “a dream of annihi-
lation,”21 the fantasy of a dreamer who imagines the chaos and
despair of a universe without God. The narrator recounts a
dream: while lying on a sunny hillside, he falls asleep and
dreams he is in a dark churchyard. In the midst of a swirl of
chaotic imagery, Christ himself speaks and declares the nonex-
istence of God. The dream closes with an image of the “serpent
of eternity” crushing the universe, at which point the dreamer
finally awakes, weeping with joy that his dream was unreal, and
that he and the world live on “in the eternal father’s sight.” The
text presents the peace and orderliness of the world as an argu-
ment against atheism—without a God, Jean Paul concludes,
the world would indeed be plunged into a chaos such as he
describes. Though it closes with a reaffirmation of God and life,
the uncanny text seems to arise from a deep fear of mortality
and destruction and has been described as “the first poetic
expression of nihilism in European literature”22

Haas’s setting of the text often draws out words and phrases,
as at the beginning of the piece where the words “zersprengt
und zerschlagen” (“shattered and shivered” in Ewing’s transla-
tion) are drawn out over twenty-seven measures of slow 4

4 time.
The first minutes of the piece already point to Haas’s primary
compositional concerns: the smooth just-intonation thirds of
mm. 2–6 are contrasted with the equal-tempered tritone A–E♭
at m. 7. In these opening measures, we also hear a characteristic

clash between purely tuned overtones built above two funda-
mentals separated by an equal-tempered semitone, A♭ and A
(as in Example 18 from the composer’s in vain, to be discussed
later in this article), and also a relatively rare example in mm.
12–13 of what Haas categorizes as “aleatoric microtonality”:
each voice starts on an indeterminate pitch, “as high and quiet
as possible,” before swooping down to a notated arrival point as
part of a just A♭-major triad.

Given Haas’s fascination for the combination of clashing
systems of pitch organization, one section of Jean Paul’s text
that is not set by Haas stands out. Near the beginning of the
dream, the narrator describes how “the church was heaved and
shaken to and fro by two terrific discords striving in it, beating
in stormy effort to attain harmonious resolution.”23 Though
this text is never set by Haas, it is an evocative image for the
passage from Blumenstück, summarized in Example 4, that first
establishes a just-intonation chord on the fundamental G, then
combines it with an equal-temperament chord that “beats”
against it. Through glissandi, the initial overtone chord on G
drifts smoothly into a chord of alternating tritones and fourths.
The text, “into innumerable glittering quicksilver globules of
individual personalities,” suggests that the move from the
acoustically fused pitches of the overtone series to the dissonant
equal-temperament chord can be understood as a musical illus-
tration of this fragmentation. In the music, the just-intonation
and equal-temperament chords sound simultaneously, suggest-
ing Jean Paul’s discords “beating in stormy effort to attain
harmonious resolution.”

We hear in this passage how Haas contrasts the warm sound
of the just-intonation overtone series with the harsher, less
aurally fused effect of stacked tritones and fourths in equal tem-
perament. In foregrounding the contrast between just

 . Haas’s twelfth-tone accidentals.

 Vijn (1982, 26).
 Vijn (1982, 25).
 Uwe Schweikert, cited in Vijn (1982, 50).  Richter (1796/1897, 262).
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 . Excerpts in Haas’s Blumenstück from Jean Paul’s Blumen-, Frucht- und Dornenstücke oder Ehestand, Tod und
Hochzeit des Armenadvokaten F. St. Siebenkäs im Reichsmarktflecken Kuhschnappel (1796). Text in bold is set by Haas. All English

translations by Alexander Ewing (Richter 1897).
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intonation and equal temperament, Haas is not necessarily
favoring one aesthetically over the other. Haas’s second “thesis
on microtonality” states that “there is a basic human need for

beats in music.” He proposes that “the twelve-tone tempered
system is so widespread not in spite of, but because of its abstract
intervals: because of its wonderfully ‘false,’ beat-rich major and

 . (Continued).
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dominant seventh chords.” As Haas notes, the practice of
music is full of intentionally beating intervals, as in string sec-
tions playing with vibrato or the wide octaves of Balinese slendro
tunings: “The resulting beats bring life into the music.”24

Though the chordal alternation of tritones with fourths (or
fifths) is a favored device of a wide range of twentieth-century
composers from Bartók to Boulez, Haas identifies it with a
lesser-known figure, the Russian-French microtonal composer
Ivan Wyschnegradsky. By Wyschnegradsky’s own account,
such cycles first appear in the music of Scriabin, Honegger,
Bartók, and Obukhov.25 Wyschnegradsky looms large in
Haas’s range of influences as an exemplar of the equal-tem-
pered approach to microtonal composition. One of Wyschne-
gradsky’s theoretical constructs was a “cyclic space” of intervals
of 612 semitones each, analogous to the familiar circle of fifths in
the way that it exhausts all twenty-four quartertone pitch classes
(see Example 5). Two 612-semitone intervals, taken successively,
split a minor ninth into equal halves: for example, the minor
ninth E♭–E is subdivided by an A sharpened by a quartertone.

Fancifully, Wyschnegradsky conceptualizes thirteen of the
pitches in the “audible zone” of seven octaves corresponding
roughly to the range of the piano, while the circle wraps around
to complete itself in the “inaudible zone” of pitches above and
below the limitations of the piano’s range.26 As the center of
this “audible zone,” the pitch E♭4, equidistant from the boun-
dary pitches C1 and F♯, is assigned the numerical position label
1, and the remaining twenty-three pitches are labeled in clock-
wise order.

Example 6 shows the activation of this cyclic space at the
beginning of Wyschnegradsky’s 1961 Étude sur les mouvements
rotatoires, for two pianos, eight hands, Op. 45a. The second
piano is retuned a quartertone flat in comparison to the first.
The pitch structure of the first five measures of the excerpt is
presented in an analytical reduction in Example 7. At the
beginning of the work (labeled “Position 1” in the score), the
performers play a canonic texture of ascending lines in even
rhythm, beginning at C1 and rising by equal 612-semitone inter-
vals to F♯7. New voices enter the canon at the temporal distance
of three eighth notes, forming simultaneities based on the

 . Diagram of Blumenstück, mm. 120–29. Arrows represent glissandi within a single voice.

 Haas (2007b, 124).
 Wyschnegradsky (1972, 112).  Beaulieu (1991).
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vertical interval of 1912 semitones (3 times 6 1
2), a perfect twelfth

plus a quartertone. The canon yields the sonority C1–G¼♯2–
E♭4–B¼♭5–F♯7 every three eighth notes. These pitches are
marked in Example 5 as five of the vertices of a regular octagon
(positions 19–22–1–4–7). With the ascent of 612 semitones
every eighth note, this octagon rotates one position clockwise,
mapping onto its original orientation after three steps. The
constant addition of new rising voices starting from the low C
results in a never-ending ascent reminiscent of a Shepard-
Risset glissando, an aural illusion that later became one of
Haas’s favorite musical devices (see the discussion of
Example 11 below). Among the French spectralists, it seems
likely that the second movement of Grisey’s Vortex temporum,
described by the composer as “a sort of double rotation,” was
inspired by Wyschnegradsky’s Étude; it shares a similar conti-
nuity of motion, and Grisey’s students Jean-Luc Hervé and
François Paris report that he assigned the Étude as an orchestra-
tion exercise.27

This rising, cycling texture is subjected to a further, large-
scale “rotation.” The 612-semitone cycle can be considered as
two interlocking cycles of minor ninths; these are alternately
shifted upwards by quartertone steps, resulting in intermediate
stages where all the pitches fall into a single twelve-note scale.
The first such stage is labeled “Position 1b”: the minor ninths
of Piano I (C1–C♯2–D3–E♭4–E5–F6–F♯7, stems down in
Example 7) are taken over by Piano II a quartertone higher.

In combination with the interlocking cycle of ninths already
played by Piano II, this transposition produces an alternating
pattern of tritones and fifths (six and seven semitones). Unlike
the equal 612-semitone steps of Position 1, these alternating
tritones and fifths divide the minor ninth into nearly equal seg-
ments. Of course, a similar cycle can be built out from the com-
plement of 612 semitones, 512 semitones. This is the cycle that
gives rise, when approximated to twelve-tone equal tempera-
ment, to Haas’s stacked fourths and tritones, as in the passage
analyzed in Example 4. Wyschnegradsky referred to these
twelve-tone approximations as “imperfect cycles.”28 In the
Étude the imperfect cycle of Position 1b is transformed into the
perfect cycle of Position 2 through another transposition by
ascending quartertone, this time applied to the other cycle of
minor ninths (stems up). In comparison to Position 1, which
includes the pitches numbered 19 through 7 in Example 5,
Position 2, a quartertone higher, is a clockwise rotation of thir-
teen steps (pitches 8 through 20).

The end of Blumenstück resolves the conflict of tempered and
just intervals in favor of just intonation, with a chaconne based
on transpositions of the just-intonation dominant-seventh
chord (overtones 4 through 7): see Example 8 for a reduction of
the chaconne chords in the chorus during the first pass through
the repeated progression (mm. 212–31), with the fundamental
of each chord indicated both on the bottom staff and with a
letter name. The repeating chord progression sets the text’s

 . Diagram of Ivan Wyschnegradsky’s espace cyclique, adapted from the preface to Étude sur les mouvements rotatoires,
op. 45a (1961). Copyright © 1961 by M. P. Belaieff Musikverlag. Copyright © renewed. All rights reserved. Used by permission of

European American Music Distributors Company, U.S. and Canadian agent for M.P. Belaieff Musikverlag.

 Grisey (2008, 159), Criton (2013, 468).  Wyschnegradsky (1972, 110).
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final apocalyptic image “[I] beheld the coils of the great serpent
of eternity, all twined about those worlds,” and can be heard as
a musical depiction of the serpent’s infinite spirals.

Example 9 develops an analysis of the chaconne, using a
direct-product GIS (generalized interval system) that identifies

each pitch both by its position in the overtone series and by its
pitch class.29 This GIS is inspired by recent research on tonality
by Steven Rings and is useful here for tracking the parallel

 . Opening of Étude sur les mouvements rotatoires, mm. 1–8. Copyright © 1961 by M.P. Belaieff Musikverlag. Copyright ©
renewed. All rights reserved. Used by permission of European American Music Distributors Company, U.S. and Canadian agent for

M. P. Belaieff Musikverlag.

 Lewin (1987, 26).
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 . Summary of interval cycles in Wyschnegradsky’s Étude sur les mouvements rotatoires, mm. 1–5.

 . Harmonic progression of Blumenstück’s closing chaconne, mm. 212–71.
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unfolding of two different interval types. Anthony Cheung and
Kris Shaffer have used a similar GIS to describe aspects of
György Ligeti’s Hamburgisches Konzert, a late work (1998–99/
2002) for solo horn, obbligato natural horns, and small orches-
tra.30 The GIS embodies very neatly the mechanics of the horn
soloist in that piece, who plays a standard double valve horn.
Ligeti’s writing for the valve horn is specific (more so than in
standard notation) about both the valves used (to change the
pitch class of the fundamental) and the overtone of that funda-
mental that must be played: precisely the two spaces mapped by
this GIS.

In Rings’s conception, the intervals of the GIS are defined
between both scale degrees and pitch classes—the contrast in
intervallic definitions between the two systems allows Rings to
model important features of tonal syntax. Here I’ve replaced
scale degrees with a number indicating the position of each
pitch in the overtone series of its assumed fundamental: 4, 5, 6,
or 7. In analogy to the concept of pitch class as opposed to
pitches-in-register, we can think of each overtone as belonging
to an “overtone class”: the set of pitches including a particular
overtone of a given fundamental as well as all pitches related to
it by octave transpositions (multiplications by any power of
two). For example, in relation to the first fundamental G (over-
tone class 1), overtone class 5 is made up of overtone 5 (B) and
all its octave transpositions (10, 20, 40, etc.). Despite Haas’s
assertion that “in microtonal music, the principle of octave-
equivalence no longer holds,”31 this generalization from over-
tones to overtone classes has considerable analytical utility in
this case, especially since overtone classes coordinate effectively
with pitch classes, and we can define intervals between overtone
classes just as we do pitch-class intervals. An overtone-class
interval can be measured by a ratio from 1

1 up to but excluding 2
1

(i.e., within a single octave), which when multiplied with the
first overtone class transforms it into the second: for example,
the overtone-class interval between overtone classes 3 and 5 is 5

3.
This same interval is found between any two members of these
two overtone classes: not only between 3 and 5, but also
between 6 and 20, 3 and 10, 12 and 40, etc.—just as the pitch-
class interval between any G and any E is 9 semitones. In

Example 9, the intervals (labeled arrows) indicate first the
overtone-class interval between two pitches (a ratio between
1
1 and 2

1), then the pitch-class interval (approximated to two
decimal places). Pitch classes are shown as letter names, with
Haas’s accidentals as described in Example 2. To account for
microtones, the pitch-class intervals in Example 9 are given
with a two-decimal-place suffix indicating deviations from
equal temperament.

Two transformation types will be of particular interest: these
correspond to Rings’s real transpositions (intervals from an
overtone to its corresponding overtone in the next chord) and
pivot intervals (reinterpretations of the same pitch as an overtone of
a different fundamental). Real transposition is simple to conceive,
and we see multiple examples along the bottom row of Example 9.
Here the overtone class does not change from one node to the next,
so that each arrow leads from the fundamental of one chord to the
fundamental of the following one. (Similar horizontal arrows could
be drawn connecting all the fifth overtones, all the sixth overtones,
and so on.) Note that all the pitch-class intervals between adjacent
roots are 8.14 semitones or larger: taken as descending intervals,
the sizes range from the wide major second 8

7 of 2.31 semitones (as
heard in the first two root intervals) to the narrow minor third 7

6

(2.67 semitones) and the familiar just-intonation minor and major
thirds of 65 and

5
4 (3.16 and 3.86 semitones). There are four different

intervals of real transposition in the excerpt.
In contrast to real transpositions, pivot intervals (represented

by diagonal arrows in Example 9) keep the pitch class constant,
but change its overtone class, i.e., its function within the chord.
From the first chord to the second, for example, the lowered F
is held over, changing its role from the natural seventh of G to
the root of the second chord. Clearly, the pivot intervals are
closely correlated with the real transpositions: in musical terms,
this means that the common tones between chords are the key
to the accurate intonation of the root progression. Note that not
all the possible pairings of overtone classes are used in the pivot
intervals: there is never a pivot interval involving the perfect
fourth/fifth (between overtone classes 1 and 3) or the tritone-
related pair 5 and 7. I speculate that this is to keep the impres-
sion of a constant descent of the fundamental by just seconds
and thirds—the fifth and tritone are both too wide to fit into
this pattern, and the fifth carries additional tonal implications
that would be distracting in this context.

 . Analysis of the Blumenstück chaconne. Curved arrows show real transpositions between roots; straight arrows indicate pivot
intervals (reinterpreted common tones).

 Rings (2011), Cheung (2010), Shaffer (2006).
 Haas (2007b, 125).
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While earlier in the piece Haas uses pure overtone chords for
their sonic quality (loosely speaking, a spectralist approach) and
their contrast with equal-tempered “Wyschnegradsky chords,”
in the chaconne Haas turns to the extended just intonation of
Harry Partch and his successors, most notably Ben Johnston.
The harmonic progression defines a complex pitch-class space
based entirely on simple frequency ratios.

Example 10 maps the chaconne root progression onto a
three-dimensional matrix, modeled after Johnston’s “3–5–7”
lattice as described in “Rational Structure in Music.”32 The
front face of this lattice is a version of the familiar Tonnetz, with
major thirds (factors of 5) on the horizontal x-axis and perfect
fifths (factors of 3) on the vertical y-axis. The diagram is
extended into three dimensions by the addition of a z-axis,

representing the flat natural seventh (factors of 7). Each pitch
is labeled with its letter name, its intervallic relationship to
the initial G (expressed as a just-intonation ratio), and its
pitch-class modulo 12 (rounded to the nearest hundredth of a
semitone, with G as 7.00).

Conceiving the progression in this way helps to give a sense
of the distances covered in harmonic space. The first two
moves, each lowering the root by an interval of 8

7 (equivalent to
tonicizing the flat seventh partial of the preceding sonority),
lead to a raised D, represented by the ratio 49

32 in Partch and
Johnston’s notation. The next two intervals, both descending
minor thirds (65), bring the harmony to its most distant point
from the initial “tonic” G, a G♯ representing the unwieldy
interval 1225/1152. From here, the harmony must work back to
the starting point to close the loop for another pass through the
chaconne: this return takes place through a different succession

 . Root progressions from the chaconne mapped onto a three-dimensional “3–5–7” matrix, after Ben Johnston.

 Johnston (2006).
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of intervals, this time just major thirds (3.86 semitones) and
narrow septimal minor thirds (2.67 semitones).

In pitch terms, the descent from G back to G occurs through
eight intervals adding up to two octaves, with an average size of
300 cents (an equal-tempered minor third). Yet at the end of
this pass through the chaconne harmonies, the music is not two
octaves lower, but at essentially the same G chord where it
began. A clear inspiration here is the well-known auditory illu-
sion of the Shepard-Risset glissando, illustrated schematically
in Example 11, where the thickness of the lines corresponds to
the amplitude of each partial. This illusion creates the effect of
an endless descent by using a tone with octave-related partials:
as the lower partials descend, they fade away, only to be replaced
by upper partials imperceptibly fading in. Haas’s approach is
slightly different: he maintains register by shifting voices up an
octave at staggered intervals; these shifts are carefully distributed
between voices to keep a general impression of smooth descent.

Perhaps surprisingly, given the text’s apocalyptic imagery,
Haas’s setting ends “not with a bang but a whimper”: after a
gradual decrescendo to pianissimo, the chorus cuts off abruptly
on the penultimate lowered B♭ chord of the chaconne, with the
words “und das Weltgebäude zersplittern” (“and shatter the
fabric of the universe”).

 :     “ . .”

Similar just-intonation constructs are found in other works by
Haas from this period. In the excerpt from the solo violin piece
de terrae fine (2001) shown in Example 12, the violinist negoti-
ates a modulation in just intonation from a B–D♯ major third
to a tritone consisting of the seventh and tenth harmonics (A♭
and D) of a “somewhat too high” B♭. This passage is particu-
larly significant as the first departure from the speech melodies
(Sprachmelodien) of the first forty-nine measures (notated in
tempered quarter- and sixth-tones) and the introduction of the
contrasting just-intonation material that plays an increasing role
in the second half of the piece, eventually replacing the speech
melodies with violent multiple stops.

Since the notation of this excerpt uses only standard acciden-
tals, the text in the score is particularly important. First, the
major third B–D♯ is tuned slightly narrower than in equal tem-
perament, as a 5

4 just third of approximately 3.86 semitones.
The A♭ is tuned as a just fourth (4.98 semitones) to the D♯, and
is thus also slightly flatter than in equal temperament. The B♭ is
a narrow natural seventh (74) below the A♭, sounding as a fourth
overtone in relation to the A♭ as seventh overtone—the actual
fundamental of this overtone series would be the B♭ two octaves
lower. In the final dyad, the A♭ is sustained from the previous
chord, and D is added as a fifth overtone above the same B♭
fundamental. The precise tunings of this passage are summa-
rized in Example 13, which uses the same 3–5–7 lattice as
Example 10.

It is important to note that by the end of the excerpt, the
final pitch-class D (2.02) is only 2 cents wider than an equal-
tempered minor third from the starting point of B (11.00),
despite the complex just-intonation ratio of 25

21 between the two
pitches. Both the B and D can be notated as standard, equal-
tempered pitches without microtonal inflection. We might
think of the move from B to D through this complex, just-into-
nation path as the revelation of an unexpected and exotic inner
structure hidden within the prosaic tempered third. In the mea-
sures that follow, the arrival pitch D is paired with the eleventh
overtone (3.67) of the same “too high” B♭ fundamental,
notated as a tempered quartertone E¼♭ to pave the way for the
return of the quartertone speech melody in m. 58. The dramatic
contrast between just intonation and the rougher, less pure
sounds of tempered intervals also informs mm. 174–88: ethereal
parallel major thirds in just intonation (“wie aus einer anderen
Welt kommend”) gradually narrow through intermediate steps
(312 semitones, 3 semitones, etc.) to minor seconds and finally a
tense eighth-tone dyad. The gradual accelerando that accompa-
nies this transition from purity to roughness plays on the corre-
lation between a sonority’s duration and its intonational purity
that is also explored in Haas’s in vain.

In his third string quartet, “In iij. Noct.” (“in tertia nocte,”
2001), Haas calls for similar chains (“Ketten”) of overtone
chords in a “do-it-yourself” version. The quartet is played in
complete darkness, and the performers (arranged at different
corners of the hall) communicate through a series of invitations
(Einladungen) that can be accepted or ignored. In the material
marked “C,” one player offers an “invitation” with a simultane-
ous pizzicato and bowed unison. If the invitation is accepted,
the other players join in to create a just-intonation seventh
chord, as in the Blumenstück chaconne:

This tone will be taken as part of an overtone chord in just into-
nation, understood either as fundamental, third overtone (octave
plus fifth), fifth overtone (two octaves plus major third), or
seventh overtone (two octaves plus minor seventh). A second
instrument adds one of these tones, and the third and fourth
instruments complete the sonority as a four-voiced overtone
chord.33

 . Descending Shepard-Risset glissando.

 Haas (2001, 4).
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The voices of the chord then drop out until only the fifth or
seventh overtone is sustained—this pitch class is then reinter-
preted as the fundamental of a new seventh chord. The sample
excerpt offered by Haas in Example 14 illustrates how this
process effects a move from an overtone chord on C to a chord
on E a just major third higher.

Example 15 shows how the pitches of the sample excerpt
would appear on Johnston’s 3–5–7 lattice, with the fundamen-
tals in bold type. The first chord consists of the corner marked
“C, 11” and the three points attached to this fundamental by line
segments, while the second chord consists of the analogous
pitches in relation to the new fundamental of E-. Note that,

 . Just intonation excerpt from de terrae fine for solo violin (2001).

 . Analysis of the excerpt from de terrae fine in Example 12.
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given Haas’s rules, the progression of chord roots will always be
either to the right (up a major third) or to the back (up a natural
seventh) of the lattice as the third and seventh partials are reinter-
preted as roots. Despite its open form, “In iij. Noct.” contains
the same contrasts between just intonation and equal tempera-
ment found in Blumenstück: elsewhere in the piece, do-it-yourself
material types appear that are based on “Wyschnegradsky
chords,” gradually built up by the performers from a single dyad
invitation into eight-part chords that alternate tritones with
fourths or fifths.

 

Haas’s hour-long chamber orchestra piece in vain (2000) pro-
jects the harmonic concerns of Blumenstück—in particular the
central contrast between just intonation and equal temperament
—onto a much larger canvas. The pacing of in vain is extreme:
as Haas notes, “microtonal music requires its own unique struc-
turing of time”—a chord built on the high overtones takes a
certain amount of time to “lock in” (einrasten), and Haas allows
single harmonies to stretch over long temporal spans, measured

 . Score excerpt from “In iij. Noct.” (2001): sample realization of “do-it-yourself” overtone chords.

 . Analysis of the sample realization from “In iij. Noct.” in Example 14. Fundamentals of each seventh chord are shown in bold
type.
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in minutes, not seconds.34 In its scale and slowness, in vain
seems less indebted to European models than to the music of
James Tenney and La Monte Young. Like Young, Haas
describes his childhood entrancement with the humming of
electrical transformers: “The fascination exercised on me by the
overtone chord is undoubtedly rooted in its technological
origin: I grew up in the vicinity of a power plant. The trans-
former station—an eerie place with innumerable cables and
insulators—emits a constant overtone chord.”35

In contrast to the closing chaconne of Blumenstück, in vain
uses only fundamentals from the tempered twelve-tone scale:
“I made it very easy for myself and used only twelve-tone
tempered fundamentals.”36 In this necessarily selective look at a
few passages from in vain, I will focus on how the construction
of overtone-series chords over fundamentals related by tempered
intervals results in carefully controlled instances of Klangspaltung
or sound-splitting—Haas’s third category of microtonality listed
in Example 1. With the exception of “non-European scales,”
this is the last remaining category in Haas’s categorizations of

 . Transition from equal temperament to superimposed overtone chords in in vain, mm. 475–81. Note the effect of microtonal
Klangspaltung (tone-splitting) between sustained overtones of A and F♯, separated by intervals of 0.33 and 0.17 semitones. The arrows

indicate intervals based on the same GIS used in Example 9.

 Haas (2007b, 127).
 Varga (2011, 105).  Haas (2007a, 128).
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microtonality summarized in Example 1—recall that we have
already seen examples of every other category in the chart: equal
divisions of the octave, just intonation, overtone chords, and alea-
toric microtonality. The effect of Klangspaltung occurs through
the use of microtonal near-unisons: the best-known example
might be the quartertone blurrings of Giacinto Scelsi’s 1959
Quattro pezzi per orchestra (ciascuna su una nota sola).

Throughout in vain, lighting effects are used to complement
the musical discourse. Example 16 illustrates the harmonic
events of mm. 475–81, the beginning of a passage in which
the lights fade to complete darkness, finally achieved at m. 527.
The passage begins with an equal-tempered “Wyschnegradsky
chord” in alternating fourths and tritones, rearticulated by
unison, pulsating attacks in the piano and strings. As the tempo
of these attacks gradually decreases, each pitch slides to the
nearest member of an overtone chord on A1, reinforced by the
entry of the winds and brass in just intonation. Moments later,
the chord is joined by another overtone chord a tempered minor
third lower (F♯1). The tempered third between these funda-
mentals creates tiny, beating microtonal intervals between
overtones 5–6 of A and 6–7 of F♯: these varied shadings of C♯
and E are assigned to natural harmonics of the horns and

trombones and persist even as the other chord tones fade
away.37 Scelsi’s quartertone clusters seem rather blunt next to
the very precisely calibrated Klangspaltung heard here: this
precision is, of course, a direct result of the mixture of the just-
intonation intervals of the overtone series with equal tempera-
ment. The fascination with the auditory effect of such small
intervals brings to mind what Michael Harrison (one of La
Monte Young’s musical disciples) calls the “emancipation of
the comma.”38

Just a few minutes later in the piece, in mm. 515–29, Haas
sets up a particularly dramatic instance of Klangspaltung with
the seesaw alternation of two perfect fifths related by a tempered
tritone: B♭–F (winds) and E–B (strings). As discussed earlier,
the tritone epitomizes equal-tempered pitch organization in
Haas’s harmonic language. Taken together, these four pitch
classes can be arranged as two differently voiced “Wyschnegrad-
sky chords” of alternating tritones and a fifth or fourth: B♭–E–
B–F or B–F–B♭–E. Each of the bare fifths is then joined by
higher natural overtones in the brass: the horns play harmonics

 . Klangspaltung in in vain, mm. 515–29.

 Günther (2003).
 Harrison (2007).
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5 and 7 of E (the just major third and natural seventh), while
the trombones play harmonics 5 and 7 of B♭; see the analysis in
Example 17. In equal temperament, of course, these are identi-
cal pitch classes: G♯ and D over E are equivalent to D and
A♭ over B♭. But in just intonation, there are distinct differences
of 17 cents between each nearly identical pair of notes.
(As Anthony Cheung has pointed out, this chord progression is
similar to “tritone substitution” in jazz and chromatic harmony,
and similar intonational clashes can be heard in the fifth move-
ment of Ligeti’s Hamburgisches Konzert.39) When the ground-
ing fifths fade away, we hear only the upper overtones of the
trombones and horns, playing out-of-phase crescendos and
diminuendos that emphasize the difference in tuning. As the
fifths vanish, the lights fade out entirely and the musicians are
left in complete darkness, playing their parts from memory.

The long passage in total darkness that follows settles into
an expansive overtone series chord on C (page 166 of the pub-
lished score—the notation of this section makes page numbers
a more useful marker than measure numbers), enlivened by glis-
sandi between its partials. This fundamental gradually begins to
drift downwards, one long-held overtone chord at a time,
changing at ever-shorter intervals. At the same time, the house
lights begin to come back up. Like Blumenstück with its closing
chaconne, in vain also ends with an infinite descent reminiscent
of a Shepard-Risset glissando. The constant descent of the har-
monic fundamental is counterpointed by Haas’s use of rising

glissandi between chords: as he writes, “The glissando climbs,
for example, from the 8th partial of the first chord to the 10th

partial of the next (the 8th and 10th partials are approximately a
major third apart), while the fundamental tone sinks by a semi-
tone.”40 Among other passages, Haas’s description could be
referring to the passage on pages 173–74 of the score illustrated in
Example 18. Here an overtone chord on A (overtones 5 through
12, with a missing fundamental) slides by glissandi in each voice
into an overtone chord on A♭, a tempered semitone lower (over-
tones 6 through 14, also with a missing fundamental). The con-
trary motion between the descent of the fundamental and the rise
of the sounding pitches is reminiscent of the second movement of
Grisey’s Vortex Temporum, where (as described by the composer)
the “ascending motion of the spectra, the interlocking of the fun-
damentals in a chromatic descent, and the continuous filterings of
the piano generate a sort of double rotation, a helicoidal and
continuous movement which coils up on itself.”41

The hybridization in this passage of in vain between the ver-
tical chords based on the overtone-series and the root progres-
sion by tempered semitone is illustrated by the GIS intervals
shown as arrows between the pitches of the two chords. Each of
these arrows represents a glissando in the score. We can take the
glissando in Haas’s description as an example: in the chart, the
arrow between overtone 8 of A and overtone 10 of A♭ is labeled
(108 [54], 2.86). As in previous examples, the first part of the inter-
val indicates a transformation from one overtone number to
another: here the ratio 10

8 (or, simplified to its lowest terms, 5
4)

shows that the A (overtone 8 of A) is transformed to a slightly
flat C (overtone 10 of A♭). The second part of the interval,
2.86, is a pitch-class interval measured in semitones. Here the
interval of 2.86 semitones is derived by subtracting 1 (due to
the lowering of the fundamental from A to A♭) from the size of
the just major third found between overtones 8 and 10 over a
constant fundamental (3.86). In comparison to the just-intona-
tion chaconne analyzed in Example 9, there are no pivot inter-
vals: the tempered semitone between the fundamentals A and
A♭ makes any exact common tones between pitches of the two
overtone chords an impossibility.

As the relentless descent of fundamentals becomes quicker
and quicker, the musicians find it more and more difficult to
preserve the careful overtone-series tuning of each chord, and
the harmonies drift into dissonant equal-tempered configura-
tions. Eventually, the cascading chromatic scales heard at the
beginning of the work return. Haas describes this process in
“Microtonality and Spectral Music since 1980”:

I think that the perception of microtonal structures is closely
connected with the compositional use of time. The same event
may be perceived quite differently in different tempi, depending
on whether the time is available for the special intonation quality
of the music to “lock in” or not. Towards the end of in vain,
I compose a large-scale process, which begins with slow glissandi,
always rising from one overtone chord to the next. At the same

 . Overtone chords linked by tempered semitone in in
vain, pages 173–74. The notional fundamentals on A1 and A♭1 are
included for reference, even though they are not part of the score.

 Cheung (2010, 58).
 Haas (2007a, 127).
 Grisey (2008, 159).
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time the fundamental descends in contrary motion. . . . Then the
glissandi disappear and only the falling overtone chords remain,
becoming faster and faster. The fundamentals always remain
within the tempered system. The overtones are therefore outside
of this system. When the distance between two chords shortens
to a duration of about one second, these intonation differences of
the overtones become more and more disturbing, while at the
same time it becomes more difficult for the performers to realize
them. A tone that was just played as the third (fifth partial) of a
tempered fundamental (and thus a twelfth-tone lower than in
equal temperament) will a little later, when the fundamental has
sunk by a tritone, be a minor seventh (seventh partial) and must
thus be played a sixth-tone lower, and so on. The overtone chord
character is gradually lost, and finally everything ends in a very
fast moving tempered twelve-tone vortex.42

The closing section of the piece suggests the endless, overlapping
transformations of the Shepard-Risset glissando in the domain
of time as well as that of pitch. In a process repeated throughout
this section (m. 530 and following), as one layer of descending
scales gradually speeds up to its climax of note density, a new
slow-moving layer is introduced. The faster-moving layer—now
in equal temperament—gradually fades out, leaving behind the
single slow layer of just-intonation overtone chords: this too is
fated to drift into equal temperament as its speed increases and
another new slow layer (again in just intonation) appears to take
its place.

The warm overtone-series chords on C of the darkened
section are undermined by the implacable and sinister return
of equal temperament as the lighting comes back up. Critic
Alex Ross hears the final return of equal temperament and the
“scurrying” scale figures of the opening as the pessimistic fulfill-
ment of the work’s title, in vain:

At the climax, all these shimmering fragments are derived from a
fundamental C, meaning that the music accumulates a glorious
sheen, like a new dawn of tonality. . . . But it all goes awry: notes
bend from their “natural” paths, the lights come back up, the
frantically scurrying figures return, and, after several herky-jerky
accelerations and decelerations, the music abruptly switches off.
And you finally understand the title: a new kind of beauty seems
ready to come into the world, but in the light of day it falters, and
we end up back where we started.43

In Ross’s interpretation, the return of equal temperament repre-
sents the loss of hope and beauty as represented by the conso-
nance of the overtone series. Both Ross and Paul Griffiths (2009)
draw on Haas’s own description of the program of in vain as a
reaction to contemporary political events, his despairing response
to the rise of the far-right Freedom Party of Austria (FPÖ) in the
1999 elections.

In the case of in vain, it was my consternation at the formation of
a coalition government with the far right in 2000: I composed a
piece in which the formal progression revives content at the end
of the work that had previously been believed overcome. . . . I still
cannot imagine that anybody can perceive the moment when the

music from the beginning returns at the end as anything but
oppressive.44

As in Blumenstück, Haas’s contrast of just intonation and equal
temperament in in vain is not merely a question of tuning, but a
stark and expressive representation of incompatible worlds.
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